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2 ~ 2ND ~ Binary ~ Both ~ Double ~ Dual ~ Joint ~ Mutual ~ Pair ~ Second ~ Secondary ~ 

Twice ~ Two ~ BI- ~ CO- ~ DEU- ~ DI- ~ DU- ~ DY- 

ADJOINTS ADIJNOST ADJOINT, type of mathematical matrix [n] 

AMPHIBIA AABHIIMP organisms adapted for life both on land and in water [n AMPHIBIA] 

ANKYLOSE AEKLNOSY to unite or grow together, as bones of joint [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ANTINOMY AIMNNOTY contradiction between two seemingly valid principles [n -MIES] 

 

BASSISTS ABISSSST BASSIST, person who plays double bass [n] 

BIACETYL ABCEILTY chemical flavor enhancer [n -S] 

BIANNUAL AABILNNU occurring twice year [adj] 

BIATHLON ABHILNOT athletic contest [n -S] 

BICAUDAL AABCDILU having two tails [adj] 

BICEPSES BCEEIPSS BICEPS, BICEP, biceps [n] 

BICHROME BCEHIMOR two-colored [adj] 

BICOLORS BCILOORS BICOLOR, something having two colors [n] 

BICOLOUR BCILOORU bicolor (something having two colors) [n -S] 

BICONVEX BCEINOVX convex on both sides [adj] 

BICORNES BCEINORS BICORNE, type of hat [n] 

BICUSPID BCDIIPSU tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 

BICYCLED BCCDEILY BICYCLE, to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

BICYCLER BCCEILRY one that bicycles (to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n -S] 

BICYCLES BCCEILSY BICYCLE, to ride bicycle (two-wheeled vehicle) [v] 

BICYCLIC BCCCIILY having two cycles [adj] 

BIDENTAL ABDEILNT having two teeth [adj] 

BIENNALE ABEEILNN biennial show [n -S] 

BIENNIAL ABEIILNN event that occurs every two years [n -S] 

BIENNIUM BEIIMNNU period of two years [n -IA, -S] 

BIFACIAL AABCFIIL having two faces [adj] 

BIFIDITY BDFIIITY state of being bifid (divided into two parts) [n -TIES] 

BIFIDUMS BDFIIMSU BIFIDUM, bacterium often added to yogurt [n] 

BIFOCALS ABCFILOS BIFOCAL, type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n] 

BIFORATE ABEFIORT having two perforations [adj] 

BIFORKED BDEFIKOR divided into two branches [adj] 

BIFORMED BDEFIMOR biform (having two forms) [adj] 

BIGAMIES ABEGIIMS BIGAMY, crime of being married to two people at once [n] 

BIGAMIST ABGIIMST one who commits bigamy (crime of being married to two people at once) [n -S] 

BIGAMOUS ABGIMOSU guilty of bigamy [adj] 

BIGARADE AABDEGIR citrus tree [n -S] 

BIGAROON ABGINOOR type of cherry (fruit) [n -S] 

BIGEMINY BEGIIMNY state of having double pulse [n -NIES] 

BIHOURLY BHILORUY occurring every two hours [adj] 

BIJUGATE ABEGIJTU two-paired [adj] 

BIJUGOUS BGIJOSUU bijugate (two-paired) [adj] 

BIKEWAYS ABEIKSWY BIKEWAY, route for bikes [n] 

BIKINIED BDEIIIKN BIKINI, type of two-piece bathing suit [adj] 

BILABIAL AABBIILL sound articulated with both lips [n -S] 
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BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S] 

BILAYERS ABEILRSY BILAYER, film with two molecular layers [n] 

BILEVELS BEEILLSV BILEVEL, house having two levels [n] 

BILINEAR ABEIILNR pertaining to two lines [adj] 

BILOBATE ABBEILOT having two lobes [adj] 

BIMANOUS ABIMNOSU two-handed [adj] 

BIMANUAL AABILMNU done with two hands [adj] 

BIMENSAL ABEILMNS occurring every two months [adj] 

BIMESTER BEEIMRST two-month period [n -S] 

BIMETALS ABEILMST BIMETAL, something composed of two metals [n] 

BIMETHYL BEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

BIMORPHS BHIMOPRS BIMORPH, device consisting of two crystals cemented together [n] 

BINARIES ABEIINRS BINARY, combination of two things [n] 

BINARISM ABIIMNRS mode of thought based on oppositions [n -S] 

BINATELY ABEILNTY BINATE, growing in pairs [adv] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

BINOCLES BCEILNOS BINOCLE, binocular [n] 

BINOMIAL ABIILMNO algebraic expression [n -S] 

BIOVULAR ABILORUV derived from two ova [adj] 

BIPAROUS ABIOPRSU producing offspring in pairs [adj] 

BIPARTED ABDEIPRT having two parts [adj] 

BIPHASIC ABCHIIPS having two phases [adj] 

BIPHENYL BEHILNPY hydrocarbon [n -S] 

BIPLANES ABEILNPS BIPLANE, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n] 

BIRACIAL AABCIILR having members of two races [adj] 

BIRADIAL AABDIILR having dual symmetry [adj] 

BIRAMOSE ABEIMORS biramous (divided into two branches) [adj] 

BIRAMOUS ABIMORSU divided into two branches [adj] 

BISCOTTI BCIIOSTT BISCOTTO, crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n] 

BISCOTTO BCIOOSTT crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n -TTI] 

BISCUITS BCIISSTU BISCUIT, small cake of shortened bread [n] 

BISCUITY BCIISTUY BISCUIT, small cake of shortened bread [adj] 

BISECTED BCDEEIST BISECT, to cut into two parts [v] 

BISECTOR BCEIORST something that bisects (to cut into two parts) [n -S] 

BISEXUAL ABEILSUX one who is attracted to both sexes [n -S] 

BISTABLE ABBEILST electronic circuit that has two stable states [n -S] 

BISTORTS BIORSSTT BISTORT, perennial herb with roots used as astringents [n] 

BITCOINS BCIINOST BITCOIN, blockchain currency [n]  

BITRATES ABEIRSTT BITRATE, data transmission speed [n]  

BITURBOS BBIORSTU BITURBO, two-turbo engine [n]  

BIUNIQUE BEIINQUU being type of correspondence between two sets [adj] 

BIVALENT ABEILNTV pair of chromosomes [n -S] 

BIVALVED ABDEILVV having two-valved shell [adj] 

BIVALVES ABEILSVV BIVALVE, bivalved mollusk [n] 

BIVINYLS BIILNSVY BIVINYL, flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n] 

BIWEEKLY BEEIKLWY publication issued every two weeks [n -LIES] 
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BIYEARLY ABEILRYY occurring every two years [adj] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BUTTOCKS BCKOSTTU BUTTOCK, either of two rounded parts of rump [n] 

 

CAMELIDS ACDEILMS CAMELID, any of family of 2-toed ruminant mammals [n] 

CANTHARI AACHINRT two-handled drinking cups [n CANTHARI] 

CARTABLE AABCELRT CART, to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle) [adj] 

CARTAGES AACEGRST CARTAGE, act of carting (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [n] 

CATFIGHT ACFGHITT fight between two women [n -S] 

CELLMATE ACEELLMT one of two or more prisoners sharing cell [n -S] 

CHESSMAN ACEHMNSS one of pieces used in chess (board game for two players) [n -MEN] 

CHESSMEN CEEHMNSS CHESSMAN, one of pieces used in chess (board game for two players) [n] 

CHROMYLS CHLMORSY CHROMYL, bivalent radical [n] 

CLADDAGH AACDDGHL ring designed with two hands clasping [n -S] 

COACTING ACCGINOT COACT, to act together [v] 

COACTION ACCINOOT joint action [n -S] 

COACTIVE ACCEIOTV mutually active [adj] 

COACTORS ACCOORST COACTOR, fellow actor in production [n] 

COADMIRE ACDEIMOR to admire together [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COADMITS ACDIMOST COADMIT, to admit several things equally [v] 

COAEVALS AACELOSV COAEVAL, coeval (one of same era or period as another) [n] 

COAGENCY ACCEGNOY joint agency [n -CIES] 

COAGENTS ACEGNOST COAGENT, person, force, or other agent working together with another [n] 

COALESCE ACCEELOS to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COANCHOR ACCHNOOR to present televised news reports jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAPPEAR AACEOPPR to appear together or at same time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAPTING ACGINOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

COASSIST ACIOSSST to assist jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COASSUME ACEMOSSU to assume together [v -D, -MING, -S] 

COATTEND ACDENOTT to attend together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COAUTHOR ACHOORTU to write together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCHAIRS ACCHIORS COCHAIR, to serve jointly as chairman of [v] 

COCREATE ACCEEORT to create together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COCURATE ACCEORTU to curate jointly [v -D, -TING, -S]  

CODEBTOR BCDEOORT one that shares debt [n -S] 

CODERIVE CDEEIORV to derive jointly [v -D, -VING, -S] 

CODESIGN CDEGINOS to design jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CODIRECT CCDEIORT to direct jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CODOMAIN ACDIMNOO mathematical set [n -S] 

CODRIVEN CDEINORV CODRIVE, to work as codriver [v] 

CODRIVER CDEIORRV one who takes turns driving vehicle [n -S] 

CODRIVES CDEIORSV CODRIVE, to work as codriver [v] 

COEDITED CDDEEIOT COEDIT, to edit with another person [v] 

COEDITOR CDEIOORT one that coedits (to edit with another person) [n -S] 

COEFFECT CCEEFFOT accompanying effect [n -S] 
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COEMBODY BCDEMOOY to embody jointly [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

COEMPLOY CELMOOPY to employ together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEMPTED CDEEMOPT COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COENACTS ACCENOST COENACT, to enact jointly or at same time [v] 

COENAMOR ACEMNOOR to inflame with mutual love [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COENDURE CDEENORU to endure together [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COENURES CEENORSU COENURE, coenurus (tapeworm larva) [n] 

COENURUS CENORSUU tapeworm larva [n -RI] 

COENZYME CEEMNOYZ substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes [n -S] 

COEQUALS ACELOQSU COEQUAL, one who is equal with another [n] 

COEQUATE ACEEOQTU to equate with something else [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COERCERS CCEEORRS COERCER, one that coerces (to compel by force or threat) [n] 

COERCING CCEGINOR COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v] 

COERCION CCEINOOR act of coercing (to compel by force or threat) [n -S] 

COERCIVE CCEEIORV serving to coerce [adj] 

COERECTS CCEEORST COERECT, to erect together [v] 

COESITES CEEIOSST COESITE, type of silica (form of silicon) [n] 

COEVALLY ACELLOVY contemporarily (in contemporary manner) [adv] 

COEVOLVE CEELOOVV to evolve together [v -D, -VING, -S] 

COEXERTS CEEORSTX COEXERT, to exert jointly [v] 

COEXISTS CEIOSSTX COEXIST, to exist together [v] 

COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COFACTOR ACCFOORT coenzyme (substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes) [n -S] 

COFOUNDS CDFNOOSU COFOUND, to found jointly [v] 

COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv] 

COGITATE ACEGIOTT to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COGNATES ACEGNOST COGNATE, one that is related to another [n] 

COGNOMEN CEGMNNOO family name [n -S, -MINA] 

COHABITS ABCHIOST COHABIT, to live together as man and wife while unmarried [v] 

COHEADED ACDDEEHO COHEAD, to head jointly [v] 

COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj] 

COHERERS CEEHORRS COHERER, device used to detect radio waves [n] 

COHERING CEGHINOR COHERE, to stick together [v] 

COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering [n -S] 

COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION, act or state of cohering [adj] 

COHOBATE ABCEHOOT to distill again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COHOLDER CDEHLOOR athlete who holds record with another [n -S] 

COHOSTED CDEHOOST COHOST, to host jointly [v] 

COINCIDE CCDEIINO to be in same place [v -D, -DING, -S] 

COINFECT CCEFINOT to infect with two organisms [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COINFERS CEFINORS COINFER, to infer jointly [v] 

COINHERE CEEHINOR to inhere jointly [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COINMATE ACEIMNOT fellow inmate [n -S] 

COINSURE CEINORSU to insure with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COINTERS CEINORST COINTER, to bury together [v] 

COINVENT CEINNOTV to invent together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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COINVEST CEINOSTV to invest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

COITALLY ACILLOTY COITUS, sexual intercourse [adv] 

COITIONS CIINOOST COITION, coitus (sexual intercourse) [n] 

COITUSES CEIOSSTU COITUS, sexual intercourse [n] 

COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v] 

COLEADER ACDEELOR one that coleads (to lead jointly) [n -S] 

COLESSOR CELOORSS joint lessor [n -S] 

COLOCATE ACCELOOT to place two or more housing units in close proximity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COMAKERS ACEKMORS COMAKER, one who assumes financial responsibility for another's default [n] 

COMAKING ACGIKMNO COMAKE, to serve as comaker for another's loan [v] 

COMANAGE AACEGMNO to manage jointly [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COMBINED BCDEIMNO skiing competition combining two events [n -S] 

COMBINER BCEIMNOR one that combines (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S] 

COMBINES BCEIMNOS COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v] 

COMINGLE CEGILMNO to blend thoroughly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

COMMERCE CCEEMMOR to commune (to converse intimately) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v] 

COMMOVED CDEMMOOV COMMOVE, to move violently [v] 

COMMOVES CEMMOOSV COMMOVE, to move violently [v] 

COMORBID BCDIMOOR existing simultaneously with another medical condition [adj] 

COMPEERS CEEMOPRS COMPEER, to equal or match [v] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLICE CCEILMOP associate [n -S] 

COMPLOTS CLMOOPST COMPLOT, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v] 

COMPOUND CDMNOOPU to add to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMRADES ACDEMORS COMRADE, close friend [n] 

CONJOINS CIJNNOOS CONJOIN, to join together [v] 

CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj] 

CONJUGAL ACGJLNOU pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S] 

CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S] 

CONNECTS CCENNOST CONNECT, to join together [v] 

CONNOTED CDENNOOT CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CONNOTES CENNOOST CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v] 

CONQUIAN ACINNOQU card game [n -S] 

CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v -D, -RING, -S] 

CONTACTS ACCNOSTT CONTACT, to communicate with [v] 

CONTEMPO CEMNOOPT contemporary [adj] 

CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S] 

COOPTING CGINOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v] 

COOPTION CINOOOPT act of coopting (to elect or appoint) [n -S] 

COPARENT ACENOPRT to share in custody of one's child [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COPASTOR ACOOPRST one that shares duties of pastor [n -S] 

COPATRON ACNOOPRT fellow patron [n -S] 

COPILOTS CILOOPST COPILOT, to act as assistant pilot [v] 
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COPLANAR AACLNOPR lying in same plane [adj] 

COPRINCE CCEINOPR one of two princes ruling jointly [n -S] 

COPULATE ACELOPTU to engage in coitus [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COPURIFY CFIOPRUY to become purified with another substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COREDEEM CDEEEMOR to redeem jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COREIGNS CEGINORS COREIGN, joint reign [n] 

CORELATE ACEELORT to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COROTATE ACEOORTT to rotate together [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORRIVAL ACILORRV rival or opponent [n -S] 

COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COSECANT ACCENOST trigonometric function of angle [n -S] 

COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v] 

COSIGNER CEGINORS one that cosigns (to sign jointly) [n -S] 

COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S] 

COUPLERS CELOPRSU COUPLER, one that couples (to unite in pairs) [n] 

COUPLETS CELOPSTU COUPLET, pair of successive lines of verse [n] 

COUPLING CGILNOPU joining device [n -S] / COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v] 

COVALENT ACELNOTV sharing electron pairs [adj] 

COVARIED ACDEIORV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

COVARIES ACEIORSV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v] 

COWINNER CEINNORW one of two or more winners [n -S] 

COWORKER CEKOORRW fellow worker [n -S] 

COWRITER CEIORRTW one that cowrites (to collaborate in writing) [n -S] 

COWRITES CEIORSTW COWRITE, to collaborate in writing [v] 

CRAPPING ACGINPPR CRAP, to throw 2, 3, or 12 in dice game [v] 

CROTCHED CCDEHORT CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [adj] 

CROTCHES CCEHORST CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [n] 

CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S] 

 

DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

DEUCEDLY CDDEELUY extremely (in extreme (existing in very high degree) manner) [adv] 

DEUTERIC CDEEIRTU pertaining to heavy hydrogen [adj] 

DEUTERON DEENORTU atomic particle [n -S] 

DIABLERY ABDEILRY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

DIABOLIC ABCDIILO devilish (fiendish (extremely wicked or cruel)) [adj] 

DIABOLOS ABDILOOS DIABOLO, game requiring manual dexterity [n] 

DIACETYL ACDEILTY biacetyl (chemical flavor enhancer) [n -S] 

DIACIDIC ACCDDIII DIACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [adj] 

DIAMIDES ADDEIIMS DIAMIDE, chemical compound [n] 

DIAMINES ADEIIMNS DIAMINE, chemical compound [n] 

DIAPSIDS ADDIIPSS DIAPSID, reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n] 

DIARCHAL AACDHILR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj] 

DIARCHIC ACCDHIIR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj] 

DIATOMIC ACDIIMOT composed of two atoms [adj] 

DIAZINES ADEIINSZ DIAZINE, chemical compound [n] 
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DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S] 

DIAZOLES ADEILOSZ DIAZOLE, chemical compound [n] 

DICAMBAS AABCDIMS DICAMBA, herbicide [n] 

DICENTRA ACDEINRT perennial herb [n -S] 

DICHASIA AACDHIIS flower clusters [n DICHASIA] 

DICHOTIC CCDHIIOT affecting two ears differently [adj] 

DICHROIC CCDHIIOR having two colors [adj] 

DICOTYLS CDILOSTY DICOTYL, dicot (plant with two seed leaves) [n] 

DICROTAL ACDILORT dicrotic (having double pulse beat) [adj] 

DICROTIC CCDIIORT having double pulse beat [adj] 

DIDACTYL ACDDILTY having two digits at end of each limb [adj] 

DIDYMIUM DDIIMMUY mixture of rare-earth elements [n -S] 

DIDYMOUS DDIMOSUY occurring in pairs [adj] 

DIDYNAMY ADDIMNYY state of having four stamens in pairs of unequal length [n -MIES] 

DIECIOUS CDEIIOSU dioicous (unisexual) [adj] 

DIERESES DEEEIRSS DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [n] 

DIERESIS DEEIIRSS separation of two vowels into two syllables [n -SES] 

DIERETIC CDEEIIRT DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [adj] 

DIESTRUM DEIMRSTU diestrus (period of sexual inactivity) [n -S] 

DIESTRUS DEIRSSTU period of sexual inactivity [n -ES] 

DIETHERS DEEHIRST DIETHER, chemical compound [n] 

DIGAMIES ADEGIIMS DIGAMY, second legal marriage [n] 

DIGAMIST ADGIIMST one who practices digamy (second legal marriage) [n -S] 

DIGAMMAS AADGIMMS DIGAMMA, Greek letter [n] 

DIGAMOUS ADGIMOSU DIGAMY, second legal marriage [adj] 

DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n DIGERATI] 

DIGICAMS ACDGIIMS DIGICAM, digital camera [n] 

DIGITALS ADGIILST DIGITAL, piano key [n] 

DIGITATE ADEGIITT having digits (finger or toe) [adj] 

DIGITISE DEGIIIST to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DIGITIZE DEGIIITZ to put data into digital notation [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIGOXINS DGIINOSX DIGOXIN, drug to improve heart function [n] 

DIGRAPHS ADGHIPRS DIGRAPH, pair of letters representing single speech sound [n] 

DIHEDRAL ADDEHILR dihedron (figure formed by two intersecting planes) [n -S] 

DIHEDRON DDEHINOR figure formed by two intersecting planes [n -S] 

DIHYBRID BDDHIIRY offspring of parents differing in two pairs of genes [n -S] 

DIHYDRIC CDDHIIRY containing two hydroxyl radicals [adj] 

DILEMMAS ADEILMMS DILEMMA, perplexing situation [n] 

DILEMMIC CDEIILMM DILEMMA, perplexing situation [adj] 

DIMERISM DEIIMMRS state of being dimerous (composed of two parts) [n -S] 

DIMERIZE DEEIIMRZ to form dimer [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

DIMEROUS DEIMORSU composed of two parts [adj] 

DIMETERS DEEIMRST DIMETER, verse of two metrical feet [n] 

DIMETHYL DEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DIMETRIC CDEIIMRT pertaining to type of crystal system [adj] 

DIMORPHS DHIMOPRS DIMORPH, either of two distinct forms [n] 
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DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S] 

DIOECIES CDEEIIOS DIOECY, dioecism (state of being dioicous (unisexual)) [n] 

DIOECISM CDEIIMOS state of being dioicous (unisexual) [n -S] 

DIOICOUS CDIIOOSU unisexual [adj] 

DIOLEFIN DEFIILNO hydrocarbon [n -S] 

DIOPSIDE DDEIIOPS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOPTASE ADEIOPST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOXANES ADEINOSX DIOXANE, flammable liquid [n] 

DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n] 

DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n] 

DIPHASIC ACDHIIPS diphase (having two phases) [adj] 

DIPHENYL DEHILNPY biphenyl (hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DIPLEGIA ADEGIILP paralysis of same part on both sides of body [n -S] 

DIPLEGIC CDEGIILP DIPLEGIA, paralysis of same part on both sides of body [adj] 

DIPLEXER DEEILPRX coupling device [n -S] 

DIPLOIDS DDIILOPS DIPLOID, cell having basic chromosome number doubled [n] 

DIPLOIDY DDIILOPY condition of being diploid [n -DIES] 

DIPLOMAS ADILMOPS DIPLOMA, certificate of academic degree [n] / DIPLOMA, to furnish with diploma [v] 

DIPLOMAT ADILMOPT governmental official [n -S] 

DIPLONTS DILNOPST DIPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n] 

DIPLOPIA ADIILOPP double vision [n -S] 

DIPLOPIC CDIILOPP DIPLOPIA, double vision [adj] 

DIPLOPIC CDIILOPP DIPLOPIA, double vision [adj] 

DIPLOPOD DDILOOPP multi-legged insect [n -S] 

DIPLOSES DEILOPSS DIPLOSIS, method of chromosome formation [n] 

DIPLOSIS DIILOPSS method of chromosome formation [n -SES] 

DIPNOANS ADINNOPS DIPNOAN, lungfish (type of fish) [n] 

DIPODIES DDEIIOPS DIPODY, dimeter (verse of two metrical feet) [n] 

DIPROTIC CDIIOPRT having two hydrogen ions to donate to bases [adj] 

DIPTERAL ADEILPRT having two rows or columns [adj] 

DIPTERAN ADEINPRT two-winged fly [n -S] 

DIPTERON DEINOPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n -RA] 

DIPTYCAS ACDIPSTY DIPTYCA, diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n] 

DIPTYCHS CDHIPSTY DIPTYCH, ancient writing tablet [n] 

DISODIUM DDIIMOSU containing two sodium atoms [adj]  

DISOMIES DEIIMOSS DISOMY, condition of being disomic [n] 

DISTOMES DEIMOSST DISTOME, parasitic flatworm [n] 

DISULFID DDFIILSU chemical compound [n -S] 

DITHEISM DEHIIMST belief in two coequal gods [n -S] 

DITHEIST DEHIISTT adherent of ditheism (belief in two coequal gods) [n -S] 

DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj] 

DIVERGED DDEEGIRV DIVERGE, to move in different directions from common point [v] 

DIVERGES DEEGIRSV DIVERGE, to move in different directions from common point [v] 

DIZYGOUS DGIOSUYZ developed from two fertilized ova [adj] 

DOUBLERS BDELORSU DOUBLER, one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n] 

DOUBLETS BDELOSTU DOUBLET, close-fitting jacket [n] 
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DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DOUBLURE BDELORUU lining of book cover [n -S] 

DOUPIONI DIINOOPU silk yarn [n -S] 

DUALISED ADDEILSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISES ADEILSSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v] 

DUALISMS ADILMSSU DUALISM, philosophical theory [n] 

DUALISTS ADILSSTU DUALIST, adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n] 

DUALIZED ADDEILUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUALIZES ADEILSUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v] 

DUALLIES ADEILLSU DUALLIE, dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n] / DUALLY, pickup truck with double rear wheels [n] 

DUATHLON ADHLNOTU long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S] 

DUECENTO CDEENOTU thirteenth century [n -S] 

DUELINGS DEGILNSU DUELING, contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n] 

DUELISTS DEILSSTU DUELIST, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n] 

DUELLERS DEELLRSU DUELLER, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n] 

DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v] 

DUELLIST DEILLSTU duelist (dueler (one that duels (duel))) [n -S] 

DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v] 

DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet [n -S] 

DUOLOGUE DEGLOOUU conversation between two persons [n -S] 

DUOPSONY DNOOPSUY market condition existing when there are two buyers only [n -NIES] 

DUOTONES DENOOSTU DUOTONE, illustration in two tones [n] 

DUPLEXED DDEELPUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DUPLEXER DEELPRUX electronic switching device [n -S] 

DUPLEXES DEELPSUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v] 

DUUMVIRI DIIMRUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

DUUMVIRS DIMRSUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

DYARCHAL AACDHLRY DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 

DYARCHIC ACCDHIRY DYARCHY, diarchy (government with two rulers) [adj] 

 

EPICENES CEEEINPS EPICENE, one having both male and female characteristics [n] 

 

FACTORED ACDEFORT FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v] 

 

GEMINATE AEEGIMNT to arrange in pairs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES] 

 

HALTERES AEEHLRST HALTERE, pair of wings of insect [n] 

HEADSETS ADEEHSST HEADSET, pair of earphones [n] 

HEARSAYS AAEHRSSY HEARSAY, secondhand information [n] 

HOTLINKS HIKLNOST HOTLINK, connection between two computer files [n] 

 

INTERSEX EEINRSTX person having characteristics of both sexes [n -ES] 

ISOFORMS FIMOORSS ISOFORM, one of two or more proteins having similar form [n] 

ISOGRAFT AFGIORST to transplant from one individual to another of same species [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj] 

 

JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n] 

JOINTING GIIJNNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v] 

JOINTURE EIJNORTU to set aside property as inheritance [v -D, -RING, -S] 

 

KABADDIS AABDDIKS KABADDI, tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n] 

KEESTERS EEEKRSST KEESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

KEISTERS EEIKRSST KEISTER, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

KEYSTERS EEKRSSTY KEYSTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

KIESTERS EEIKRSST KIESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn (double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S] 

 

LABIATED AABDEILT having corollas that are divided into two liplike parts [adj] 

LORGNONS GLNNOORS LORGNON, pair of eyeglasses with handle [n] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

LUNATION AILNNOTU interval between two successive new moons [n -S] 

 

MANILLES AEILLMNS MANILLE, second highest trump in certain card games [n] 

MARCONIS ACIMNORS MARCONI, two-way radio [n] 

MARRIAGE AAEGIMRR legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex [n -S] 

MATCHUPS ACHMPSTU MATCHUP, setting of two players against each other [n] 

MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S] 

MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n] 

MONECIAN ACEIMNNO having both male and female sex organs in same individual [adj] 

MONOSKIS IKMNOOSS MONOSKI, single broad ski for both feet [n] 

MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

MULTIJET EIJLMTTU having more than two jets [adj] 

 

ORINASAL AAILNORS sound pronounced through both mouth and nose [n -S] 

ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

 

PAIRINGS AGIINPRS PAIRING, matching of two opponents in tournament [n] 

PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv] 

PARCENER ACEENPRR joint heir [n -S] 

PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

PINCHERS CEHINPRS PINCHER, one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n] 

PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

POLARITY AILOPRTY possession of two opposite qualities [n -TIES] 

PROTOXID DIOOPRTX oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

 

REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S] 

REBIRTHS BEHIRRST REBIRTH, new or second birth [n] 

REBRANCH ABCEHNRR to form secondary branches [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

REBURIAL ABEILRRU second burial [n -S] 

REDOUBLE BDEELORU to double (to make twice as great) [v -D, -ILNG, -S] 
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REGROWTH EGHORRTW new or second growth [n -S] 

REINJURY EIJNRRUY second injury [n -RIES] 

RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S] 

RETRIALS AEILRRST RETRIAL, second trial [n] 

RICKSHAS ACHIKRSS RICKSHA, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n] 

RICKSHAW ACHIKRSW small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle [n -S] 

RIKISHAS AHIIKRSS RIKISHA, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n] 

RIKSHAWS AHIKRSSW RIKSHAW, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n] 

 

SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S] 

SCALENES ACEELNSS SCALENE, triangle having no two sides equal [n] 

SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v] 

SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v] 

SCOOTERS CEOORSST SCOOTER, to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v] 

SECONDED CDDEENOS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v] 

SECONDEE CDEEENOS worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S] 

SECONDER CDEENORS one that seconds (to give support or encouragement to) [n -S] 

SECONDES CDEENOSS SECONDE, position in fencing [n] 

SEXTILES EEILSSTX SEXTILE, position of two celestial bodies when they are sixty degrees apart [n] 

SHALWARS AAHLRSSW SHALWAR, pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n] 

SHEHNAIS AEHHINSS SHEHNAI, double-reed wind instrument of India [n] 

SIAMESES AEEIMSSS SIAMESE, water pipe with connection for two hoses [n] 

SIDEBURN BDEINRSU either of two strips of hair grown by man down each side of face [n -S] 

SISTROID DIIORSST included between convex sides of two intersecting curves [adj] 

SKYWALKS AKKLSSWY SKYWALK, elevated walkway between two buildings [n] 

SPACINGS ACGINPSS SPACING, distance between any two objects [n] 

SPANDREL ADELNPRS space between two adjoining arches [n -S] 

SPANDRIL ADILNPRS spandrel (space between two adjoining arches) [n -S] 

SPLINING GIILNNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

SPOUSALS ALOPSSSU SPOUSAL, marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n] 

SUBMENUS BEMNSSUU SUBMENU, secondary list of options for computer [n] 

SUBPLOTS BLOPSSTU SUBPLOT, secondary literary plot [n] 

SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SUBTOPIC BCIOPSTU secondary topic [n -S] 

SULFINYL FILLNSUY bivalent radical [n -S] 

SULFONYL FLLNOSUY bivalent radical [n -S] 

SULFURYL FLLRSUUY sulfonyl (bivalent radical) [n -S] 

SYNGAMIC ACGIMNSY SYNGAMY, union of two gametes [adj] 

SYNGENIC CEGINNSY relating to or being genetically identical individuals with respect to reaction to antigens [adj] 

SYNKARYA AAKNRSYY cell nuclei formed by fusion of two preexisting nuclei [n SYNKARYA] 

SYNTHASE AEHNSSTY enzyme that acts as catalyst in linking two molecules [n -S] 

 

TACNODES ACDENOST TACNODE, point of contact between two curves [n] 

TETROXID DEIORTTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

THIONYLS HILNOSTY THIONYL, sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n] 
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TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TREATIES AEEIRSTT TREATY, formal agreement between two or more nations [n] 

TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

TRIOXIDS DIIORSTX TRIOXID, trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n] 

TUCHISES CEHISSTU TUCHIS, tuchus (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

TUCHUSES CEHSSTUU TUCHUS, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

TUPPENCE CEENPPTU twopence (British coin worth two pennies) [n -S] 

TUPPENNY ENNPPTUY twopenny (worth twopence) [adj] 

TWASOMES AEMOSSTW TWASOME, twosome (group of two) [n] 

TWEENERS EEENRSTW TWEENER, player having some but not all of qualifications for two or more positions [n] 

TWIBILLS BIILLSTW TWIBILL, twibil (battle-ax with two cutting edges) [n] 

TWINIGHT GHIINTTW pertaining to baseball doubleheader that begins in late afternoon [adj] 

TWINJETS EIJNSTTW TWINJET, aircraft with two jet engines [n] 

TWINNING GIINNNTW bearing of two children at same birth [n -S] / TWIN, to bring together in close association [v] 

TWINSETS EINSSTTW TWINSET, matching pair of sweaters to be worn together [n] 

TWOFOLDS DFLOOSTW TWOFOLD, amount twice as great as given unit [n] 

TWOONIES EINOOSTW TWOONIE, toonie (Canadian two-dollar coin) [n] 

TWOPENCE CEENOPTW British coin worth two pennies [n -S] 

TWOPENNY ENNOPTWY worth twopence [adj] 

TWOSOMES EMOOSSTW TWOSOME, group of two [n] 

 

UMBELULE BEELLMUU secondary umbel [n -S] 

UNCARTED ACDENRTU not carted (to convey in cart (two-wheeled vehicle)) [adj] 

UNDOUBLE BDELNOUU to unfold (to open something that is folded) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNHALVED ADEHLNUV not halved (to divide into two equal parts) [adj] 

UNJOINTS IJNNOSTU UNJOINT, to separate at juncture [v] 

UNPAIRED ADEINPRU not paired (to arrange in sets of two) [adj] 

URANYLIC ACILNRUY URANYL, bivalent radical [adj] 

 

VENDETTA ADEENTTV feud between two families [n -S] 

VIRILISM IIILMRSV development of male secondary sex characteristics in female [n -S] 

 

WAVICLES ACEILSVW WAVICLE, subatomic particle that can act like both wave and particle [n] 

WINGSPAN AGINNPSW distance from tip of one of pair of wings to that of other [n -S] 

 

YEARLING AEGILNRY animal past its first year and not yet two years old [n -S] 

YOURSELF EFLORSUY form of 2d person pronoun [pron -LVES] 

 

ZIPPERED DEEIPPRZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 
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	COEQUALS ACELOQSU COEQUAL, one who is equal with another [n]
	COEQUATE ACEEOQTU to equate with something else [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COERCERS CCEEORRS COERCER, one that coerces (to compel by force or threat) [n]
	COERCING CCEGINOR COERCE, to compel by force or threat [v]
	COERCION CCEINOOR act of coercing (to compel by force or threat) [n -S]
	COERCIVE CCEEIORV serving to coerce [adj]
	COERECTS CCEEORST COERECT, to erect together [v]
	COESITES CEEIOSST COESITE, type of silica (form of silicon) [n]
	COEVALLY ACELLOVY contemporarily (in contemporary manner) [adv]
	COEVOLVE CEELOOVV to evolve together [v -D, -VING, -S]
	COEXERTS CEEORSTX COEXERT, to exert jointly [v]
	COEXISTS CEIOSSTX COEXIST, to exist together [v]
	COEXTEND CDEENOTX to extend through same space or time as another [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COFACTOR ACCFOORT coenzyme (substance necessary for functioning of certain enzymes) [n -S]
	COFOUNDS CDFNOOSU COFOUND, to found jointly [v]
	COGENTLY CEGLNOTY COGENT, convincing [adv]
	COGITATE ACEGIOTT to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COGNATES ACEGNOST COGNATE, one that is related to another [n]
	COGNOMEN CEGMNNOO family name [n -S, -MINA]
	COHABITS ABCHIOST COHABIT, to live together as man and wife while unmarried [v]
	COHEADED ACDDEEHO COHEAD, to head jointly [v]
	COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj]
	COHERERS CEEHORRS COHERER, device used to detect radio waves [n]
	COHERING CEGHINOR COHERE, to stick together [v]
	COHESION CEHINOOS act or state of cohering [n -S]
	COHESIVE CEEHIOSV COHESION, act or state of cohering [adj]
	COHOBATE ABCEHOOT to distill again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COHOLDER CDEHLOOR athlete who holds record with another [n -S]
	COHOSTED CDEHOOST COHOST, to host jointly [v]
	COINCIDE CCDEIINO to be in same place [v -D, -DING, -S]
	COINFECT CCEFINOT to infect with two organisms [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COINFERS CEFINORS COINFER, to infer jointly [v]
	COINHERE CEEHINOR to inhere jointly [v -D, -RING, -S]
	COINMATE ACEIMNOT fellow inmate [n -S]
	COINSURE CEINORSU to insure with another [v -D, -RING, -S]
	COINTERS CEINORST COINTER, to bury together [v]
	COINVENT CEINNOTV to invent together [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COINVEST CEINOSTV to invest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COITALLY ACILLOTY COITUS, sexual intercourse [adv]
	COITIONS CIINOOST COITION, coitus (sexual intercourse) [n]
	COITUSES CEIOSSTU COITUS, sexual intercourse [n]
	COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v]
	COLEADER ACDEELOR one that coleads (to lead jointly) [n -S]
	COLESSOR CELOORSS joint lessor [n -S]
	COLOCATE ACCELOOT to place two or more housing units in close proximity [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COMAKERS ACEKMORS COMAKER, one who assumes financial responsibility for another's default [n]
	COMAKING ACGIKMNO COMAKE, to serve as comaker for another's loan [v]
	COMANAGE AACEGMNO to manage jointly [v -D, -GING, -S]
	COMBINED BCDEIMNO skiing competition combining two events [n -S]
	COMBINER BCEIMNOR one that combines (to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together)) [n -S]
	COMBINES BCEIMNOS COMBINE, to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v]
	COMINGLE CEGILMNO to blend thoroughly [v -D, -LING, -S]
	COMMERCE CCEEMMOR to commune (to converse intimately) [v -D, -CING, -S]
	COMMIXED CDEIMMOX COMMIX, to mix together [v]
	COMMIXES CEIMMOSX COMMIX, to mix together [v]
	COMMOVED CDEMMOOV COMMOVE, to move violently [v]
	COMMOVES CEMMOOSV COMMOVE, to move violently [v]
	COMORBID BCDIMOOR existing simultaneously with another medical condition [adj]
	COMPEERS CEEMOPRS COMPEER, to equal or match [v]
	COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COMPLICE CCEILMOP associate [n -S]
	COMPLOTS CLMOOPST COMPLOT, to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v]
	COMPOUND CDMNOOPU to add to [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COMRADES ACDEMORS COMRADE, close friend [n]
	CONJOINS CIJNNOOS CONJOIN, to join together [v]
	CONJOINT CIJNNOOT CONJOIN, to join together [adj]
	CONJUGAL ACGJLNOU pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj]
	CONJUNCT CCJNNOTU one that is joined with another [n -S]
	CONJUNTO CJNNOOTU style of dance music along Mexican border [n -S]
	CONNECTS CCENNOST CONNECT, to join together [v]
	CONNOTED CDENNOOT CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v]
	CONNOTES CENNOOST CONNOTE, to imply another meaning besides literal one [v]
	CONQUIAN ACINNOQU card game [n -S]
	CONSPIRE CEINOPRS to plan secretly with another [v -D, -RING, -S]
	CONTACTS ACCNOSTT CONTACT, to communicate with [v]
	CONTEMPO CEMNOOPT contemporary [adj]
	CONVERGE CEEGNORV to come together [v -D, -GING, -S]
	COOPTING CGINOOPT COOPT, to elect or appoint [v]
	COOPTION CINOOOPT act of coopting (to elect or appoint) [n -S]
	COPARENT ACENOPRT to share in custody of one's child [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COPASTOR ACOOPRST one that shares duties of pastor [n -S]
	COPATRON ACNOOPRT fellow patron [n -S]
	COPILOTS CILOOPST COPILOT, to act as assistant pilot [v]
	COPLANAR AACLNOPR lying in same plane [adj]
	COPRINCE CCEINOPR one of two princes ruling jointly [n -S]
	COPULATE ACELOPTU to engage in coitus [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COPURIFY CFIOPRUY to become purified with another substance [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COREDEEM CDEEEMOR to redeem jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COREIGNS CEGINORS COREIGN, joint reign [n]
	CORELATE ACEELORT to place into mutual or reciprocal relation [v -D, -TING, -S]
	COROTATE ACEOORTT to rotate together [v -D, -TING, -S]
	CORRIVAL ACILORRV rival or opponent [n -S]
	COSCRIPT CCIOPRST to collaborate in preparing script for [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COSECANT ACCENOST trigonometric function of angle [n -S]
	COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v]
	COSIGNED CDEGINOS COSIGN, to sign jointly [v]
	COSIGNER CEGINORS one that cosigns (to sign jointly) [n -S]
	COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S]
	COUPLERS CELOPRSU COUPLER, one that couples (to unite in pairs) [n]
	COUPLETS CELOPSTU COUPLET, pair of successive lines of verse [n]
	COUPLING CGILNOPU joining device [n -S] / COUPLE, to unite in pairs [v]
	COVALENT ACELNOTV sharing electron pairs [adj]
	COVARIED ACDEIORV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v]
	COVARIES ACEIORSV COVARY, to exhibit variation of two or more variables [v]
	COWINNER CEINNORW one of two or more winners [n -S]
	COWORKER CEKOORRW fellow worker [n -S]
	COWRITER CEIORRTW one that cowrites (to collaborate in writing) [n -S]
	COWRITES CEIORSTW COWRITE, to collaborate in writing [v]
	CRAPPING ACGINPPR CRAP, to throw 2, 3, or 12 in dice game [v]
	CROTCHED CCDEHORT CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [adj]
	CROTCHES CCEHORST CROTCH, angle formed by two diverging parts [n]
	CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S]
	DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S]
	DEUCEDLY CDDEELUY extremely (in extreme (existing in very high degree) manner) [adv]
	DIABLERY ABDEILRY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES]
	DIABOLIC ABCDIILO devilish (fiendish (extremely wicked or cruel)) [adj]
	DIABOLOS ABDILOOS DIABOLO, game requiring manual dexterity [n]
	DIACETYL ACDEILTY biacetyl (chemical flavor enhancer) [n -S]
	DIACIDIC ACCDDIII DIACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [adj]
	DIAMIDES ADDEIIMS DIAMIDE, chemical compound [n]
	DIAMINES ADEIIMNS DIAMINE, chemical compound [n]
	DIAPSIDS ADDIIPSS DIAPSID, reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n]
	DIARCHAL AACDHILR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj]
	DIARCHIC ACCDHIIR DIARCHY, government with two rulers [adj]
	DIAZINES ADEIINSZ DIAZINE, chemical compound [n]
	DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S]
	DIAZOLES ADEILOSZ DIAZOLE, chemical compound [n]
	DICAMBAS AABCDIMS DICAMBA, herbicide [n]
	DICENTRA ACDEINRT perennial herb [n -S]
	DICHASIA AACDHIIS flower clusters [n DICHASIA]
	DICHOTIC CCDHIIOT affecting two ears differently [adj]
	DICHROIC CCDHIIOR having two colors [adj]
	DICOTYLS CDILOSTY DICOTYL, dicot (plant with two seed leaves) [n]
	DICROTAL ACDILORT dicrotic (having double pulse beat) [adj]
	DICROTIC CCDIIORT having double pulse beat [adj]
	DIDACTYL ACDDILTY having two digits at end of each limb [adj]
	DIDYMOUS DDIMOSUY occurring in pairs [adj]
	DIDYNAMY ADDIMNYY state of having four stamens in pairs of unequal length [n -MIES]
	DIERESES DEEEIRSS DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [n]
	DIERESIS DEEIIRSS separation of two vowels into two syllables [n -SES]
	DIERETIC CDEEIIRT DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [adj]
	DIESTRUM DEIMRSTU diestrus (period of sexual inactivity) [n -S]
	DIESTRUS DEIRSSTU period of sexual inactivity [n -ES]
	DIETHERS DEEHIRST DIETHER, chemical compound [n]
	DIGAMIES ADEGIIMS DIGAMY, second legal marriage [n]
	DIGAMIST ADGIIMST one who practices digamy (second legal marriage) [n -S]
	DIGAMMAS AADGIMMS DIGAMMA, Greek letter [n]
	DIGAMOUS ADGIMOSU DIGAMY, second legal marriage [adj]
	DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n DIGERATI]
	DIGICAMS ACDGIIMS DIGICAM, digital camera [n]
	DIGITALS ADGIILST DIGITAL, piano key [n]
	DIGITATE ADEGIITT having digits (finger or toe) [adj]
	DIGITISE DEGIIIST to digitize (to put data into digital notation) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	DIGITIZE DEGIIITZ to put data into digital notation [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	DIGOXINS DGIINOSX DIGOXIN, drug to improve heart function [n]
	DIGRAPHS ADGHIPRS DIGRAPH, pair of letters representing single speech sound [n]
	DIHEDRAL ADDEHILR dihedron (figure formed by two intersecting planes) [n -S]
	DIHEDRON DDEHINOR figure formed by two intersecting planes [n -S]
	DIHYBRID BDDHIIRY offspring of parents differing in two pairs of genes [n -S]
	DIHYDRIC CDDHIIRY containing two hydroxyl radicals [adj]
	DILEMMAS ADEILMMS DILEMMA, perplexing situation [n]
	DILEMMIC CDEIILMM DILEMMA, perplexing situation [adj]
	DIMERISM DEIIMMRS state of being dimerous (composed of two parts) [n -S]
	DIMERIZE DEEIIMRZ to form dimer [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	DIMEROUS DEIMORSU composed of two parts [adj]
	DIMETERS DEEIMRST DIMETER, verse of two metrical feet [n]
	DIMETHYL DEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S]
	DIMETRIC CDEIIMRT pertaining to type of crystal system [adj]
	DIMORPHS DHIMOPRS DIMORPH, either of two distinct forms [n]
	DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S]
	DIOECIES CDEEIIOS DIOECY, dioecism (state of being dioicous (unisexual)) [n]
	DIOECISM CDEIIMOS state of being dioicous (unisexual) [n -S]
	DIOICOUS CDIIOOSU unisexual [adj]
	DIOLEFIN DEFIILNO hydrocarbon [n -S]
	DIOPSIDE DDEIIOPS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	DIOPTASE ADEIOPST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	DIOXANES ADEINOSX DIOXANE, flammable liquid [n]
	DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n]
	DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n]
	DIPHASIC ACDHIIPS diphase (having two phases) [adj]
	DIPHENYL DEHILNPY biphenyl (hydrocarbon) [n -S]
	DIPLEGIA ADEGIILP paralysis of same part on both sides of body [n -S]
	DIPLEGIC CDEGIILP DIPLEGIA, paralysis of same part on both sides of body [adj]
	DIPLEXER DEEILPRX coupling device [n -S]
	DIPLOIDS DDIILOPS DIPLOID, cell having basic chromosome number doubled [n]
	DIPLOIDY DDIILOPY condition of being diploid [n -DIES]
	DIPLOMAS ADILMOPS DIPLOMA, certificate of academic degree [n] / DIPLOMA, to furnish with diploma [v]
	DIPLOMAT ADILMOPT governmental official [n -S]
	DIPLONTS DILNOPST DIPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n]
	DIPLOPIA ADIILOPP double vision [n -S]
	DIPLOPIC CDIILOPP DIPLOPIA, double vision [adj]
	DIPLOPIC CDIILOPP DIPLOPIA, double vision [adj]
	DIPLOPOD DDILOOPP multi-legged insect [n -S]
	DIPLOSES DEILOPSS DIPLOSIS, method of chromosome formation [n]
	DIPLOSIS DIILOPSS method of chromosome formation [n -SES]
	DIPNOANS ADINNOPS DIPNOAN, lungfish (type of fish) [n]
	DIPODIES DDEIIOPS DIPODY, dimeter (verse of two metrical feet) [n]
	DIPROTIC CDIIOPRT having two hydrogen ions to donate to bases [adj]
	DIPTERAL ADEILPRT having two rows or columns [adj]
	DIPTERAN ADEINPRT two-winged fly [n -S]
	DIPTERON DEINOPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n -RA]
	DIPTYCAS ACDIPSTY DIPTYCA, diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n]
	DIPTYCHS CDHIPSTY DIPTYCH, ancient writing tablet [n]
	DISTOMES DEIMOSST DISTOME, parasitic flatworm [n]
	DISULFID DDFIILSU chemical compound [n -S]
	DITHEISM DEHIIMST belief in two coequal gods [n -S]
	DITHEIST DEHIISTT adherent of ditheism (belief in two coequal gods) [n -S]
	DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj]
	DIVERGED DDEEGIRV DIVERGE, to move in different directions from common point [v]
	DIVERGES DEEGIRSV DIVERGE, to move in different directions from common point [v]
	DIZYGOUS DGIOSUYZ developed from two fertilized ova [adj]
	DOUBLERS BDELORSU DOUBLER, one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n]
	DOUBLETS BDELOSTU DOUBLET, close-fitting jacket [n]
	DOUBLING BDGILNOU DOUBLE, to make twice as great [v]
	DUALISED ADDEILSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v]
	DUALISES ADEILSSU DUALISE, to dualize (to make twofold) [v]
	DUALISMS ADILMSSU DUALISM, philosophical theory [n]
	DUALISTS ADILSSTU DUALIST, adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n]
	DUALIZED ADDEILUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v]
	DUALIZES ADEILSUZ DUALIZE, to make twofold [v]
	DUALLIES ADEILLSU DUALLIE, dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n] / DUALLY, pickup truck with double rear wheels [n]
	DUATHLON ADHLNOTU long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S]
	DUECENTO CDEENOTU thirteenth century [n -S]
	DUELINGS DEGILNSU DUELING, contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n]
	DUELISTS DEILSSTU DUELIST, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n]
	DUELLERS DEELLRSU DUELLER, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n]
	DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S] / DUEL, to fight formally [v]
	DUELLIST DEILLSTU duelist (dueler (one that duels (duel))) [n -S]
	DUETTING DEGINTTU DUET, to perform duet (musical composition for two) [v]
	DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet [n -S]
	DUOLOGUE DEGLOOUU conversation between two persons [n -S]
	DUOPSONY DNOOPSUY market condition existing when there are two buyers only [n -NIES]
	DUOTONES DENOOSTU DUOTONE, illustration in two tones [n]
	DUPLEXED DDEELPUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v]
	DUPLEXER DEELPRUX electronic switching device [n -S]
	DUPLEXES DEELPSUX DUPLEX, to make duple [v]
	DUUMVIRI DIIMRUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n]
	DUUMVIRS DIMRSUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n]
	EPICENES CEEEINPS EPICENE, one having both male and female characteristics [n]
	FACTORED ACDEFORT FACTOR, to express as product of two or more quantities [v]
	GEMINATE AEEGIMNT to arrange in pairs [v -D, -TING, -S]
	GYNANDRY ADGNNRYY condition of having both male and female sexual organs [n -RIES]
	HALTERES AEEHLRST HALTERE, pair of wings of insect [n]
	HEADSETS ADEEHSST HEADSET, pair of earphones [n]
	HEARSAYS AAEHRSSY HEARSAY, secondhand information [n]
	HOTLINKS HIKLNOST HOTLINK, connection between two computer files [n]
	INTERSEX EEINRSTX person having characteristics of both sexes [n -ES]
	ISOFORMS FIMOORSS ISOFORM, one of two or more proteins having similar form [n]
	ISOGRAFT AFGIORST to transplant from one individual to another of same species [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj]
	JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n]
	JOINTING GIIJNNOT JOINT, to fit together by means of junction [v]
	JOINTURE EIJNORTU to set aside property as inheritance [v -D, -RING, -S]
	KABADDIS AABDDIKS KABADDI, tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n]
	KEESTERS EEEKRSST KEESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n]
	KEISTERS EEIKRSST KEISTER, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n]
	KEYSTERS EEKRSSTY KEYSTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n]
	KIESTERS EEIKRSST KIESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n]
	KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn (double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S]
	LABIATED AABDEILT having corollas that are divided into two liplike parts [adj]
	LORGNONS GLNNOORS LORGNON, pair of eyeglasses with handle [n]
	LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S]
	LUNATION AILNNOTU interval between two successive new moons [n -S]
	MANILLES AEILLMNS MANILLE, second highest trump in certain card games [n]
	MARCONIS ACIMNORS MARCONI, two-way radio [n]
	MARRIAGE AAEGIMRR legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex [n -S]
	MATCHUPS ACHMPSTU MATCHUP, setting of two players against each other [n]
	MERIDIAN ADEIIMNR circle around earth passing through both poles [n -S]
	MOIETIES EEIIMOST MOIETY, half (one of two equal parts) [n]
	MONECIAN ACEIMNNO having both male and female sex organs in same individual [adj]
	MONOSKIS IKMNOOSS MONOSKI, single broad ski for both feet [n]
	MONOXIDE DEIMNOOX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S]
	MULTIJET EIJLMTTU having more than two jets [adj]
	ORINASAL AAILNORS sound pronounced through both mouth and nose [n -S]
	ORPHANED ADEHNOPR ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v]
	PAIRINGS AGIINPRS PAIRING, matching of two opponents in tournament [n]
	PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv]
	PARCENER ACEENPRR joint heir [n -S]
	PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S]
	PINCHERS CEHINPRS PINCHER, one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n]
	PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v]
	POLARITY AILOPRTY possession of two opposite qualities [n -TIES]
	PROTOXID DIOOPRTX oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S]
	REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S]
	REBIRTHS BEHIRRST REBIRTH, new or second birth [n]
	REBRANCH ABCEHNRR to form secondary branches [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	REBURIAL ABEILRRU second burial [n -S]
	REDOUBLE BDEELORU to double (to make twice as great) [v -D, -ILNG, -S]
	REGROWTH EGHORRTW new or second growth [n -S]
	REINJURY EIJNRRUY second injury [n -RIES]
	RELATION AEILNORT significant association between two or more things [n -S]
	RETRIALS AEILRRST RETRIAL, second trial [n]
	RICKSHAS ACHIKRSS RICKSHA, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n]
	RICKSHAW ACHIKRSW small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle [n -S]
	RIKISHAS AHIIKRSS RIKISHA, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n]
	RIKSHAWS AHIKRSSW RIKSHAW, rickshaw (small, two-wheeled passenger vehicle) [n]
	SANDWICH ACDHINSW to place between two layers or objects [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SAUCEPOT ACEOPSTU deep cooking pot with two handles [n -S]
	SCALENES ACEELNSS SCALENE, triangle having no two sides equal [n]
	SCARPHED ACDEHPRS SCARPH, to unite by means of type of joint [v]
	SCISSORS CIORSSSS SCISSOR, to cut with two-bladed cutting implement [v]
	SCOOTERS CEOORSST SCOOTER, to ride two-wheeled vehicle [v]
	SECONDED CDDEENOS SECOND, to give support or encouragement to [v]
	SECONDEE CDEEENOS worker who is transferred to another job temporarily [n -S]
	SECONDER CDEENORS one that seconds (to give support or encouragement to) [n -S]
	SECONDES CDEENOSS SECONDE, position in fencing [n]
	SEXTILES EEILSSTX SEXTILE, position of two celestial bodies when they are sixty degrees apart [n]
	SHALWARS AAHLRSSW SHALWAR, pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n]
	SHEHNAIS AEHHINSS SHEHNAI, double-reed wind instrument of India [n]
	SIAMESES AEEIMSSS SIAMESE, water pipe with connection for two hoses [n]
	SIDEBURN BDEINRSU either of two strips of hair grown by man down each side of face [n -S]
	SISTROID DIIORSST included between convex sides of two intersecting curves [adj]
	SKYWALKS AKKLSSWY SKYWALK, elevated walkway between two buildings [n]
	SPACINGS ACGINPSS SPACING, distance between any two objects [n]
	SPANDREL ADELNPRS space between two adjoining arches [n -S]
	SPANDRIL ADILNPRS spandrel (space between two adjoining arches) [n -S]
	SPLINING GIILNNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v]
	SPOUSALS ALOPSSSU SPOUSAL, marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n]
	SUBMENUS BEMNSSUU SUBMENU, secondary list of options for computer [n]
	SUBPLOTS BLOPSSTU SUBPLOT, secondary literary plot [n]
	SUBTITLE BEILSTTU to give secondary title to [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SUBTOPIC BCIOPSTU secondary topic [n -S]
	SULFINYL FILLNSUY bivalent radical [n -S]
	SULFONYL FLLNOSUY bivalent radical [n -S]
	SULFURYL FLLRSUUY sulfonyl (bivalent radical) [n -S]
	SYNGAMIC ACGIMNSY SYNGAMY, union of two gametes [adj]
	SYNGENIC CEGINNSY relating to or being genetically identical individuals with respect to reaction to antigens [adj]
	SYNKARYA AAKNRSYY cell nuclei formed by fusion of two preexisting nuclei [n SYNKARYA]
	SYNTHASE AEHNSSTY enzyme that acts as catalyst in linking two molecules [n -S]
	TACNODES ACDENOST TACNODE, point of contact between two curves [n]
	TETROXID DEIORTTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S]
	TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S]
	TREATIES AEEIRSTT TREATY, formal agreement between two or more nations [n]
	TRIOXIDE DEIIORTX type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S]
	TRIOXIDS DIIORSTX TRIOXID, trioxide (type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical)) [n]
	TUCHISES CEHISSTU TUCHIS, tuchus (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n]
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